
HARVARD CASE REPORT

Case studies from Harvard Business Publishing add a real-life perspective to business The Case Study Handbook,
Revised Edition: A Student's Guide.

Those questions will give you a specific agenda for productively exploring the case. But case studies are now
being written in varied ways, or rejected outright by rivals as business education trends shift. Finally, take
some time to think about actions that support your position. List the things you need to know about the
situation. Avoid reading sections slowly and trying to memorize the content. They are used in multiple
courses, though some say they are not easily taught by professors other than the original author. Go through
the case, skim sections, and mark places or takes notes about where you find information that corresponds to
the list of things you need to know. What does the main character have to do? This classroom interaction is
enriched by ninety classmates from diverse industries, functions, countries, and experiences. Now is the time
to think rather than read. In contrast to lectures, in which the professor delivers to a silent auditorium, cases
require students to prepare in advance, studying the range of information provided and putting themselves in
the position of the protagonist â€” normally a senior corporate executive. She stresses the growing role of
simulations, the use of mentors and consultancy projects working with real local companies rather than case
studies on paper. The best answer is the one with the strongest evidence backing it. As your analysis moves
from issue to issue, you may discover gaps in your knowledge and have to add items to your list of what you
need to know. You need to be able to filter the noise of irrelevant or relatively unimportant information. When
you are preparing a case for class discussion, consider alternative positions. What is the major uncertainty?
The purpose is to learn what information is in the case and where. Excerpt With cases, you need to change
how you read and, ultimately, how you think. The next step is to perform the necessary analysisâ€”examining
the causes and considering alternative courses of actions to come to a set of recommendations.


